
ASEA BROWN BOVERI

July 25, 1990
LD-90-051

Docket No. 71-6294

Mr. Charles E. MacDonald, Chief
Transportation Branch
Division of Safeguards
and Transportation

Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

Subject: UNC-2901 Shipping Container Application
Discrepancy

References: (A) Letter, C. E. MacDonald (NRC) to A. E.
Scherer (C-E), dated May 4, 1990

(B) Letter, J. F. Conant (C-E) to C. E.
MacDonald (NRC), dated May 10, 1990

Dear Mr. MacDonald:

As you may be aware, Combustion Engineering employs a
UNC-2901 shipping container to transport special nuclear
material between its Hematite, Missouri and Windsor,
Connecticut Nuclear Fuel Manufacturing Facilities. The
current Certificate of Compliance (Reference A) was issued
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on May 4, 1990. On
July 16, 1990, Mr. C. Molnar of my staff informed Ms.
N. Osgood of your office of a recently discovered
discrepancy between the designation of the drum used for
the outer shell of the UNC-2901 shipping container and the
drum actually in service. Combustion Engineering has
suspended shipments of special nuclear material in these
shipping containers until the discrepancy can be resolved.

The discrepancy between drums in use and the drum
designation in the Certificate of Compliance application
occurs in two areas. First, the application specifies that
the drum shall be DOT 17H or equivalent. The drums
purchased were not DOT 17H. Second, one of the drawings in
the application specifies that the drum lid be fabricated
from 12 gauge material. The lids were fabricated from
16 gauge material.

ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power
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Enclosure I contains information developed by Combustion
Engineering in researching the above discrepancy. In short
we have concluded that the designation of a DOT 17H drum
and 12 gauge lid in the application are in error. We have
also concluded that the drums in use today are virtually
identical to those originally tested. As such, we believe
that the drums in use today meet the same reasonable degree
of assurance for protection of the public health and safety
as those originally approved by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. By this letter and the information contained
in the Enclosures, Combustion Engineering requests that the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission concur with our continued use
of this container and amend the Certificate of Compliance
accordingly.

Enclosure II provides a tabulation of revised application
pages while Enclosure III provides the proposed change
pages. Enclosure IV contains a check (No. 513658) in the
amount of $150.00 to cover the application fee required by
lOCFR170.31. Ten (10) copies of Enclosures I, II and III
are provided herewith for your use.

Because of production schedules, Combustion Engineering
had planned to make fuel pellet shipments in early August,
1990. We respectfully request that you give this matter
your prompt attention in order to keep any potential
shipping delays to a minimum.

If I can be of any further assistance, please do not
hesitate to call me or Mr. C. Molnar of my staff at
(203) 285-5205.

Very truly yours,

COMBUSTION ENGINEERI INC.

# in F. Conant
ager

clear Materials Licensing

JFC:nlv

Enclosure: As stated

cc: R. Chappell (NRC)
G. France (NRC - Region III)
N. Osgood (NRC)
J. Roth (NRC - Region I)
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EVALUATION OF UNC-2901 APPLICATION DISCREPANCY

Combustion Engineering employs a UNC-2901 shipping container to ship

special nuclear material between its Hematite, Missouri and Windsor,

Connecticut Nuclear Fuel Manufacturing Facilities. Combustion
Engineering recently discovered a discrepancy between the Certificate
of Compliance application drum designation and the drum that is

actually in service.

After researching the record, Combustion Engineering believes that the
drum is mistakenly specified in the application. Based on the

documentation available, we have concluded that the drums used to
fabricate shipping containers in use today are virtually the same as
those originally tested. The discrepancy between drums in use and the

drum designation in the application occurs in two areas. First, the

application specifies that the drum shall be DOT 17H or equivalent.

The drums were not purchased as DOT 17H. Second, one drawing in the
application specifies that the drum lid be fabricated from 12 gauge

material. The lids were fabricated from 16 gauge material.

A review of the available records regarding the purchase and use of
these containers since their original approval provide the following

documentation:

1. An expired Certificate of Compliance for a UNC-2900 shipping

container (predecessor of UNC-2901).

2. A 1968 purchase order for "55" gallon drums to be used for

fabrication of UNC-2900 shipping containers.

3. A United Nuclear Corporation memorandum indicating UNC-2900
shipping containers were to be modified for testing. (The tested

configuration was later designated the UNC-2901 shipping

container.)



4. A photograph from the current UNC-2901 shipping container

Certificate of Compliance application, page 2-12, which clearly

shows a UNC-2900 marking on outer shell of a tested shipping

container.

5. A 1987 purchase order for "57" gallon drums to be used for

fabrication of UNC-2901 shipping containers.

The UNC-2900 shipping container is the predecessor to the UNC-2901

shipping container. The only difference between the containers was

the design of the inner container which holds the special nuclear

material. The UNC-2900 employed a cylindrical inner container while

the UNC-2901 package employs a square inner container. The UNC-2901

designation was instituted in making the modification of the inner

container. Item 1 (Attachment 1) is a copy of the first page of an

expired Certificate of Compliance for a UNC-2900 shipping container

(Docket No. 71-5667). Section 5(a)(2) of the Certificate provides a

description of the outer drum. The only specifications given for the

drum are dimensional and that it be fabricated of 18 gauge material,

the head be fabricated of 16 gauge material and that the closure meet

the DOT 17H designation.

As can be seen from Item 2 (Attachment 2), a January, 1968 purchase

order for drums, the specification satisfies the Certificate of

Compliance description. (Note that a DOT 17H closure is a 12 gauge

bolted ring - drop forged lugs fitted with a 5/8 in. bolt.) It seems

clear from these two documents that the UNC-2900 shipping container,

as approved by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and as fabricated,

did not employ DOT 17H drums.

Item 3 (Attachment 3) is a copy of a United Nuclear Corporation

memorandum which discusses various alternatives for the inner

container design. From Section 4.0 of the memorandum (page 3), it is

clear that three (3) UNC-2900 shipping containers were to be modified
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to use a square insert for the purpose of testing. Item 4

(Attachment 4) is a copy of page 2-12 from the currently approved

Certificate of Compliance application for the UNC-2901 shipping

container. The subject page is one of several in the application

which document the container testing and which clearly show the

UNC-2900 designation stenciled on the tested container. The

photograph also clearly shows only two (2) rolling hoops on the tested

container. From this information, two conclusions can be drawn.

First, the container is obviously not a DOT 17H drum which would have

had three (3) rolling hoops. Secondly, it is clear that it was the

same UNC-2900 non-DOT 17H type drum approved by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission for UNC-2900 shipping containers that underwent testing.

From all this it can be concluded that the non-DOT 17H drums used for

the fabrication of shipping containers meet Nuclear Regulatory

Commission requirements and are acceptable for use.

As can be seen from Item 5 (Attachment 5), an October, 1987 purchase

order for drums, the specification is virtually identical to the

January, 1968 purchase order except for a slight volume difference

(55 versus 57 gallons). In neither purchase order was a DOT 17H drum

specified.

Based on the above information, Combustion Engineering believes that

it is reasonable to conclude that: (1) the designation of DOT 17H or

equivalent in the application was an error, and (2) all drums used to

fabricate UNC-2901 type shipping containers and shipping containers

which passed regulatory testing were virtually identical and were not

DOT 17H drums.

Further, after discussions with the drum manufacturer and comparing

the attributes of DOT 17H specification drums with those purchased,

the following was learned. The fabrication methods and materials

(i.e., rolling, stamping and welding) of the purchased drums are the

same as the 18 gauge DOT 17H drums. The only real differences are:

(1) the lack of a third rolling hoop, (2) the lack of a hydrostatic
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test of the finished drum and (3) the lack of a drop test. Any
additional quality imputed to a DOT 17H drum because of these tests
are not relevant to the UNC-2901 shipping container. Clearly, the
shipping container tested did not have a third rolling hoop. The

package was punctured during the drop tests and criticality safety
analyses performed assumed various flooding conditions to
conservatively assess criticality safety. All conditions analyzed

resulted in Keffective plus uncertainty being <0.95, as used. The
small difference in volume (55 versus 57 gallons) does not adversely
affect existing criticality analysis results. As such, leak tightness
and the small volume difference are not an issue. The drop test

required by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (1OCFR71.73,

Hypothetical Accident Conditions) for shipping packages are more

severe than the Department of Transportation drop test

(49CFR173.118-12, Type Tests) for DOT 17H drums.

From this, Combustion Engineering has concluded that: (1) the

purchased drums are fabricated in a manner and from materials that are

equivalent to a DOT 17H drum, and (2) the differences between the

purchased drums and a DOT 17H drum are not relevant to the shipping

container's use and add no additional safety related quality to the

package.

Based on all of the information presented, Combustion Engineering
believes that the UNC-2901 shipping container is acceptable for the

shipment of special nuclear materials as approved in the current

Certificate of Compliance (Docket No. 71-62394, Rev. 13, dated

May 4, 1990).

Combustion Engineering proposes to resolve the discrepancy by revising

the Certificate of Compliance application to remove reference to

DOT 17H drums. In lieu of that designation, we will include a drum

fabrication specification stating the following:

57 gallon, 18 gauge body and bottom, side
seam resistance welded.

-4-
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Further, the reference to a 12 gauge lid in Drawing No. NFM-D-4540 will

be removed and replaced by the following statement:

16 gauge with at least one corrugation.

Revised engineering drawings are provided as part of the application

amendment request (Enclosure III).

-5-
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10 rctn 71

U.S. IJUCLEAr` tEGULATOIIY COMMISS.

CEUTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE

For Radioactive Materials Placages

1.(I Cerai{jtj 1 NumbC( 1.h) Revi-n No. 1  PCAc256e 7/pnilication No. I.(dl jages Noj 7 ) To l No. Pa-

2. PREAMBLE

24(a) This certificate is issued to satisfy Sections 173.393a. 173.394. 173.395. and 173.396 of the Oepartment of Transportation Hazardot
Materials Regulations 149 CFR 170-189 and 14 CFR 1031 and Sections 146-19-10a and 146-19-100 of the Department of
Transportation Dangerous Carocs flegulations (46 CFR 14G-1491, as amrendd.

2.(b) The packaging and contents descrsed in item 5 below, meets the safety standards set forth in Subpart C of Title 10. Code of
Federal Regulations. Part 71. "Packaging of Radioactive Materials for Transport and Transportation of Radioactive Material Urdcr
Certain Conditions:'

2.(c) This certificate does not relieve the consignor from compliance with any requirement of the regulations of the U.S. Department of
Transportation or other app~icahle regulatory agencies. including the government of any country through or into which the packaze
will be transported.

3. This certificate is issued on the basis of a safety analysis report of the package design or application-

3.(al Prep3red by (Manme and address) 3.(b) Title and identification of report or application:

Ccmbustion Engineering, Inc. United fluclear Corporation application
1000 Prospect Hill Road dated January 25, 1968, a* supplemented.
Windsor, Connecticut 06095

V3 c) Docket No. 71-5667
4. CONDITIONS

This certificate is conditional upon Ate 'ulfilting of the requirements of Subpart 0 of 10 CFR 71. as applicable. and the conditions specified
In Item S below.

5. Description of Packaging and Authorized Crwntents. Model Number, Fissile Class. Oiher Conditions, and References:

(a) Packaging

(1) Model No.: UNC-2900

(2) Description

Inner container is a 91" ID, 14-gage steel cylinder, 30" long, wlith
bolted and gasketed top flange closure and seal welded bottoni plate.
Inner container is centered and supported in a 22.5"1 ID by 33" nt
18-gage steel drum with 16-gage head and DOT Specification 17H
-closure by wood blocks, 5/81" thick hardboard and insulating material.
Maximum gross weight of the packaging is 246 pounds.

(3) Drawing'

Container constructed in
Draw-ing No. 670047-3408.

accordance with United Nuclear Corporation
(c.~oss frV OAmv AID. o- SOOt- dC

I (b) Contents

1(1) Type and form of material

Dry uranium oxide as pellets or powder and dry uranium compounds.
Uranium may be eqnriched to a maximum 3.5 vr/o in the U-235 isotope.

* . U
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UNITED NUCLEAR CORPORATION
ROUTE 21A

HEMATITE, MISSOURI 63047

-_ NOTE:

PURCHASE OROER

H 8785
DATE: L-23-W
PAGE OF

St. EQa. W 1 8003d

L

PURCHASE ORDER NO. MUST APPEAR ON ALL PACK-*
AGES. SHIPPING DOCUMENTS. INVOICES AND COR-
RESPONDENCE.

QUANTITY UNITS AND BUYER'S CODE NO. MUST AP-
I PEAR ON INVOICES AND PACKING LISTS.

MAIL INVOICES IN TRIPLICATE AND PROOF OF

SHIPMENT TO: ROUTE 2tA. HEMATITE. MO. 63047

ITr""S
JECT TO MO SALES TAX

DESCRIPTION

I I240t dS gw.th 34" usable i dg
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biaow 12a. blted ring -
bum. itt" with 518" bolt. # 8.214

Taxw 59.20
£50.00
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INTER-OFFICE MEMO -

TD-70-42

To Distribution AT DATE February 25, 1970

FROM W. L. Hdffmann' AT Hematite copy To W. J. Compas
J. A. Rode

SUBJECT Final Pellet Packaging Design F. G. Stengel

1.0 Basic Design

Fuel pellets will be shipped in stacks on rubberized-coated
corrugated trays. The design and assembly of the pellet
package is illustrated on the attached drawing. The package,
exact size and weight as determined by the drop test, will
fit inside a 10.8" x 10.8" square insert inside a 55 gallon
drum shipping container attached horizontally to a pallkt.

2.0. Package Alternatives

Three different package sizes are compatible with the design.
The particular one to be incorporated in ultimate shipments
will be determined by the weight limitation on the drop test.
The three package alternatives are described on the drawing
and summarized as follows:

2.1 Alternate 01 - 1 Package/Shipping Container.
Overall Package Size - 6-3/8" x 10.5" x 26-1/2"
Tray = (20 rows wide) - 10-3/8" x 26"
Pellet Height = 9 Pellet Rows High ( 10 trays) 4-7/8"
Pellet Weight/Package 189 pounds
Total Package Weight 240 pounds
Total Shipping Container Weight - 0362 pounds

2.2 Alternate 12 - 2 Packages/Shipping Container
Overall Package Size 6-3/8" x 5" x 26-1/2"
Tray - (9 rows wide) - 4-7/8" x 26"
Pellet Height - 9 Pellet Rows High (10 trays) - 4-7/8"
Pellet Weight/Package - 85 pounds; 2 pkgs. - 170 pounds
Total Package Weight 105 pounds; 2 pkgs. - 210 pounds
Total Shipping Container Weight = %332 pounds.

2.3 Alternate #3 - 4 Packages/Shipping Container
Overall Package Size - 4-7/8" x 5" x 26-1/2"
Tray - (9 rows wide) - 4-7/8" x 26"
Pellet Height - 6 Pellet.Rows High (7 trays) - 3-3/8"
Pellet Weight/Package - 157 pounds; 4 pkgs. 227 pounds
Total Package Weight - 72.5 pounds; 4 pkgs. - 290 pounds
Total Shipping Container Weight.- %414 pounds.

I '.
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TD-70-42
February 25, 1970
Page Two

3.0 Evaluation of Alternatives

3.1 Alternate #1 - 1 Package/Shipping Container

Advantages:
1. Minimum level of time & labor required for assembly

of packages.

2. Package assured to fit inside square insert, regard-
less of compressability.

Disadvantages:
1. Weight of shipping container, 332 pounds, may pre-

vent passing of drop test.

2. Excessive weight of package, 240 pounds, requires
2 man handling and/or sturdy automatic handling
equipment.

3.2 Alternate 12 - 2 Packages/Shipping Container

Advantages:
1. Weight of package is easier to work with, 105 pounds.

2. Packages assured to fit inside insert regardless of
compressibility.

3. Total weight of shipping container is minimal, 332
pounds, and therefore, most likely to pass drop test.

4. Packaging requirement permits 1 shift/day packaging
operation.

Disadvantages:
1. Shipping container requirement is maximum.
2. Shipping costs are maximum.

3.3 Alternate 13 - 4 Packages/Shipping Container

Advantages:
1. Least number of shipping containers required.

2. Shipping cost is minimal.

3. Size of package easiest to handle, 72.5 pounds.

Disadvantages:
1. Weight of filled shipping container, 414 pounds,

least likely to pass drop test.

2. Fit inside square insert dependent on compressibility
of package.

3. Maximum nunber of packages required packaging opera-
tion may require 2 shifts/day.
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TD-70-42
February 25, 1970
Page Three

4.0 Packaging Testing Program

Three 2900 shipping containers are being modified to facilitate
the square insert. A drop test will be performed with weights
corresponding to the two and four package design to determine
the maximum allowable weight. From this, the ultimate package
size will be resolved. Fire and water immersion tests will
then be performed on the shipping container.

Twenty corrugated trays, 10 coated with polyethylene and 10
coated with neoprene, have been ordered. These trays will be
used to package pellets for a test shipment to New Haven. The
shipment will be examined to determine the feasibility of the
design and to determine the better coating material.

Distribution:

J. P. Colton
D. G. Darr
H. R. Diot
N. Fuhrman
R. E. Hall
E. J. Krinick
E. F. Sanders
L. J. Swallow
R. C. Miller

kf

Enc.: Attachment {1 - Packaging Drawing I D-5008-8192
Attachment 12 - Packaging Design Calculations and Costs (UNC Only)



A1TACHMENT 4
COMBUSrION ENGINEERING, INC.'r 1

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE NO. 6294, NRC DOCKET NO. 71-6294

UNC-2901 SHIPPING CONTAINER

PICTURE 3 -Condition
of outer drum after
30' drop test
(Test #1).

T ic

i 'I
'

PICTURE 3A - Condition i
after 30'
(Test #2).

Df outer drum
drop test -

I

APPLICATION AMENDMENT DATE: JAN. 18, 1989 1Rev. 0 I Page 2-12



i °-t A I "o ENGINEERING

1tt.uaIUbItJN t#1INttttIN4Li, mIc.

POST OFFICE BOX 107
HIGHWAY P

HEMATITEMISSOURI 63047
TEEt314-296-5640

ATAtcr TS

9750160

PAGE 
1 OF 1 10/12/87

SHOW PURCHASE ORDER NUM8ER. SHIP TO AND MARK ON ALL DOCUMENTS.
SHIP TO AND MARK

VENDOR 1 81633
CODE fo 3

TO: -
Thomas & English, Inc
815 Cass Ave
St Louis, Ago 63106

COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, INC.
POST OFFICE BOX 107
HIGHWAY P
HEMATITE, MISSOURI 63047

L
THIS ORDER AND SELLERS SUB ORDERS ARE SUBJECT TO EXPEDITING BY
PURCHASER ANDIOR HIS AGENT.

TERMS: 20th of FOLLOWING MONTH BUYER aACCT NO CONTRATNO.& SECT SHOP JOB NO

_ H. DuganAi
F 06 POINT SHIPPING CHARGES SHIP VIA SHIP ON

ITEM QIUANTITY COMPONENT CODE DESCRIPTION EVENT PRICE

1. 186 Ea. 57 gal. full removable head drum.cover to be 16 ga. steel/
standard gasket, body and bottom to be 18 ga. steel.
12 ga. 17H type closure with 5/8" bolt & nut, medium gray
baked on enamel finish. $5710.00

THE PROVISIONS OF IOCFR21 ARE - ARE NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS PROCUREMENT.

m INVOICE | ] DO NOT COMMODITY CODE
TTAXINVOICE REGISTRATION NO. 57710

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: FABR. RELEASE DUE

OTHER AUTHORITY (A)

CONTRACT NAME REOUISITION WRITER OTHER AUTHORITY (8I

Contract R. C. Miller James A. Rode
CHARGE TO 2223-2775-1415 - 68% SO. SUPV/NUCL. SECT. MGR. OTHER AUTHORITY (C)

P. F. Cioffi
DUALITY ASSURANCE

P. L. McGill
MFG./PUR. ORDER NO

9750160
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, INC.

CERTIFICATE OF COMPIZANCE NO. 6294

UNC-2901 SHIPPING CONTAINER

LIST OF AFFECTED PAGES

JULY, 1990



UNC-2901 SHIPPING CONTAINER
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE NO. 6294

AMENDMENT REQUEST

Combustion Engineering requests that Certificate of Compliance No. 6294 for
the UNC-2901 shipping container be amended to reflect revisions to two
engineering drawings. The revised drawings correct an error in the
designation of the drum used to fabricate the shipping container outer
shell. The affected pages are provided in Enclosure III.

The Certificate of Compliance application pages affected by
are listed below:

this amendment

Delete Page Add Page

Page No. Rev. Date Page No. Rev. Date

1-1
1-2
1-3
1-7
4-1
6-3

6-16

0 2/22/90
0 2/22/90
0 2/22/90
0 2/22/90
0 1/18/89
0 2/22/90

0 2/22/90

1-1
1-2
1-3
1-7
4-1
6-3
6-3a
6-16

1 7/25/90
1 7/25/90
1 7/25/90
1 7/25/90
1 7/25/90
1 7/25/90
0 7/25/90
1 7/25/90

ides an indication ofTo assist in your review, the following tabulation provi
the changes made on each of the affected pages.

Page No.

1-1

Description of Change

Deleted reference to DOT 17H drum designation in Section
1.2.1. Replaced with cross reference to engineering drawing.

Provides updated revision numbers for engineering drawings
D-5007-8086 and NFM-D-4540.

1-2

1-3 Provides revised drawing D-5007-8086, Rev. 6.
deletes reference to DOT 17H drum designation
with new fabrication information.

New drawing
and replaces

1-7

4-1

Provides revised drawing NFM-D-4540, Rev. 1. New drawing
deletes reference to DOT 17H drum designation and 12 gauge
lid specification and replaces with new fabrication
information.

Deleted reference to specific revision number for drawing
D-5007-8086, in Section 4.1.4.

Revised writeup for Section 6.3 regarding KENO-IV model for
criticality calculations.

New page. Overflow from page 6-3.

6-3

6-3a

6-16 Added axial dimensions to KENO-IV model schematic.
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Enclosure III to
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, INC.

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE NO. 6294

UNC-2901 SHIPPING CONTAINER

CHANGE PAGES

JULY, 1990
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, INC.
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE NO. 6294, NRC DOCKET NO. 71-6294

UNC-2901 SHIPPING CONTAINER

1. GENERAL INFORMATION

1.1 Introduction

The UNC-2901 container is designed for shipment of uranium oxide pellets
manufactured, inspected and certified in accordance with reactor fuel
specifications. The container can also be used for the shipment of rejected
pellets and/or pieces (hard scrap).

The maximum number of containers per shipment shall be limited to:

Fissile Class I - None
Fissile Class II - Maximum 100 containers (Transport index

is 0.50 per container for a total
transport index of 50 per shipment).

Fissile Class III - Maximum 216 containers

1.2 Package Description

1.2.1 Packaging

The UNC-2901 container consists of a standard steel drum (see Drawing
NFM-D-4540, UNC-2901 Shipping Drum) with a 10 3/4" square inner container
centered in the drum. The inner container is centered by hardboard support
rings. Asbestos or ceramic sheet, plywood and fiberlite insulation provide
thermal protection to the inner container. The inner container closure is
fitted with a gasket capable of withstanding temperatures up to at least
500@F.

1.2.1.1 Package for Pellets

The uranium oxide pellet package consists of covered steel trays which can
be stacked to a maximum of 16 trays (4 high x 2 wide x 2 deep). Each row of
trays is secured with a single piece weblock strap ing assembly. The
weblock buckle is part of the tray holder and the buckle is attached to the
holder by a rod and angle bracket assembly. A typical arrangement is
depicted in Drawing D-5018-2001, Rev. 01.

1.2.1.2 Package for Reject Pellets

Rejected uranium oxide pellets and/or pieces may be packaged in the same
manner as pellets which is described above in Section 1.2.1.1.

APPLICATION ANENIMENT DATE: July 25, 1990 I Rev. 1 I Page 1-1



COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, INC.
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE NO. 6294, NRC DOCKET NO. 71-6294

UNC-2901 SHIPPING CONTAINER

1.2.2 Operational Features

The UNC-2901 shipping container is of relatively simple design, and does not
incorporate cooling systems, shielding, etc.

1.2.3 Contents of Packaging

1.2.3.1 Pellets or Rejected Pellets

Maximum Enrichment 5.0 wt.%
Type Material: Sintered (high fired) uranium oxide pellets.
Maximum quantity per container:

a) Maximum net weight:
Maximum net weight of pellets: 320 pounds
Pellets and packaging material (contents of inner container) 427
pounds.

b) Gross Weight:
Gross weight of the container as assembled for shipment
shall not exceed 660 pounds.

1.3 Appendix

Details of construction and assembly are shown on drawings:

a) D-5007-8086, Rev. 06, S.W.O.P.P. Upgrade UNC 2901 Shipping Drum for
U02 Powder & Pellets Assembly & Details

b B-5007-8112, Rev. 01, Suggested Assembly of 2901 Plywood Insert
c D-5018-2001, Rev. 01, Pellet Shipping Package
d. NFM-D-4263 Rev. 02, Pellet Tray Holder
e NFM-D -4540, Rev. 01, UNC 2901 Shipping Drum

APPLICATION AMENDMENT DATE: July 25, 1990 Rev. 1 Page 1-2







COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, INC.
CERTIFICALTE OF COMPLIUNCE NO. 6294, NRC DOCKET NO. 71-6294

UNC-2901 SHIPPING CONTAINER

4. CONTAINMENT

4.1 Containment Boundary

4.1.1 Containment Vessel

Within the UNC 2901 shipping container a square inner container
provides the containment boundary for the radioactive contents. The top
closure is be means of steel plate bolted to an external flange welded to
the square body. A seal is formed by a gasket capable of withstanding
temperatures up to at least 500SF.

4.1.2 Containment Penetrations

There are no penetrations into the inner containment vessel.

4.1.3 Seals and Welds

The seal of the inner container closure is formed by a gasket 0.125
inch thick between the surfaces of a flange welded to the outer surface of
the square body and the top closure cover. The gasket is rated for at least
500SF service and since there is no significant heat generated by the
package payload, the seal is unaffected by temperatures encountered in
normal conditions of transport. Also, testing described in Section 2.1 has
shown that the gasket is unaffected by the temperatures attained in the
Hypothetical Accident Conditions.

All welds are visually inspected to ensure that parent metals are well
fused, weld (or heat affected zone) is free of cracks, craters, or burnouts.

4.1.4 Closure

The inner container closure is formed by a 0.5 inch steel plate bolted
to an external flange welded to the square inner container. Material
specifications for the plate and the bolts and nuts are listed on Drawings
NFM-D-4540 and D-5007-8086 in Appendix 1.3. The bolted inner container
closure lid with a 0.125 inch thick gasket is sufficient to maintain a
positive seal during normal and accident conditions of transport.

4.2 Requirements for Normal Conditions of Transport

Submittal of the UNC 2901 shipping container to the tests specified in
10 CFR 71.71.36 and 49CFR 173.398(C) has shown that there will be no loss or
dispersal of radioactive contents, no significant increase in external
radiation levels, and no substantial reduction in the effectiveness of the
packaging. Fully loaded containers subjected to the full series of spray,
free drop and penetration tests showed no degradation of effectiveness of
the inner container and no leakage of water into the inner container.
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with a wood block insert to preclude the potential for tray collapse during
a hypothetical accident scenario. Trays containing pellets will be loaded
with a minimum of 6.5 Kg and a maximum of 9.07 Kgs of pellets having a
diameter of < 0.3765 inch.

6.3 Model Specifications

The KENO-IV model for the UNC-2901 shipping container is shown in
Figure 6.1. The overall height of the shipping container outer shell used
in the model was 35.5 inches which is less than the overall height,
36.625 inches (see Drawing 0-5007-8086, Rev. 6). The smaller overall height
(and consequently smaller volume) as compared to the actual outer shell
dimension is conservative for the purpose of assessing criticality safety.

6.3.1 Pellet Non-Accident Calculational Model Assumptions

The following assumptions were made for the analysis of fuel pellet
shipments:

a. Pellet tray lids do not open.
b. No water enters the inner container.
c. 8x8x8 array of shipping containers surrounded by one foot of water.
d. Full interaction of shipping containers which produced the maximum

reactivity:
- no water between inner container and outer shell of UNC-2901
shipping container.

- no water between UNC-2901 shipping containers.
e. Sixteen pellet trays are modeled with equal uranium weight per tray.
f. Non-accident dimensions for shipping container were:

I.D.= 22.5 inches, O.D.= 22.6 inches
g. Density of pellets - 10.25 g-U02/cc.
h. Pellet diameter of 0.325 inch.
i. Pellets are assumed to be internally dry.
j. Enrichment of uranium is 5.0 wt % U-235.
k. The analysis of the isolated shipping container assumes each pellet

tray holds 5.67 Kgs of pellets and is fully flooded with water. This
loading is less than the minimium loading thus assuring a conservative
estimate of the multiplication factor for this analysis. The inner
container is also assumed to be flooded. In the outer container, the
Fiberlite insulation has been replaced with water. The shipping
container is reflected by 30 cm of water.
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6.3.2 Pellets - Accident Calculational Model Assumptions

The following assumptions were made for the analysis of fuel pellet
shipments:

a. Pellet tray lids do not open. As such, pellets do not escape from the
trays and are not floating in high water to fuel ratio regions.

b. Inner container is fully flooded with water.
c. 6x6x6 array of shipping containers surrounded by one foot of water.
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FIGURE 6-1

KENO MODEL FOR UNC-2901 SHIPPING CONTAINER
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